[Clinicopathological Study of Incidental Gallbladder Cancer Diagnosed after Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy].
The aim of this study was to clarify the clinicopathological characteristics of incidental gallbladder cancer(iGBC)diagnosed after laparoscopic cholecystectomy. A total of 33 patients diagnosed with iGBC were enrolled in this study, and their clinicopathological characteristics were investigated. Preoperative diagnoses were as follows: cholelithiasis in 16 patients, polypoid lesions in 8, cholecystitis in 7, and adenomyomatosis in 2. Depth of mural invasion of iGBC was M in 14 cases, MP in 3, SS in 12, and deeper than SS in 4. M/MP cases with negative margins were followed up, and cases with SS/deeper than SS underwent additional resection. Prognosis of these patients with iGBC was not significantly different from that of non-iGBC (niGBC)patients. There was no significant difference in R2 resection rate between iGBC and niGBC with SS/deeper than SS. Intriguingly, peritoneal dissemination was identified on additional resection in 1 case that had intraoperative bile leakage at the prior laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Port-site recurrence was found in 2 iGBC cases. These results suggested that the treatment strategy for iGBC is acceptable. However, considering the existence of cases with peritoneal dissemination or portsite recurrence, the possible presence of iGBC should be kept in mind at the initial laparoscopic cholecystectomy.